The structure of the barchan field located between Tarfaya and Laayoune (Atlantic Sahara, Morroco) is quantitatively investigated and compared to that in La Pampa de la Joya (Arequipa, Peru). On the basis of field measurements, we show how the volume, the velocity and the output sand flux of a dune can be computed from the value of its body and horn widths. The dune size distribution is obtained from the analysis of aerial photographs. It shows that these fields are in a statistically homogeneous state along the wind direction and present a 'corridor' structure in the transverse direction, in which the dunes have a rather well selected size. Investigating the possible external parameters controlling these corridors, we demonstrate that none among topography, granulometry, wind and sand flux is relevant. We finally discuss the dynamical processes at work in these fields (collisions and wind fluctuations), and investigate the way they could regulate the size of the dunes. Furthermore we show that the overall sand flux transported by a dune field is smaller than the maximum transport that could be reached in the absence of dunes. This demonstrates the bistability of aeolian transport.
Introduction
Barchan dunes form under unidirectional winds -trade winds, mostly -when there is a localized source of sand. By contrast, transverse dunes form under the same wind conditions when sand, previously deposited by rivers, lakes or seas, covers the solid ground [1, 2] . The initial instability mechanism forming these dunes from a flat sand bed results from a coupling between the shape of the dune, the air flow around it, the sand transport and the subsequent erosion/deposition processes. The scale of the most unstable wavelength λ m is related to the sand flux saturation length ℓ s as λ m ∼ 12ℓ s [3, 4, 5] . This length is the distance the sand flux needs to relax to its equilibrium (i.e. saturated) value and is, in first approximation, proportional to the turbulent drag length as ℓ s ∼ 4.4 ρs ρ f d, where ρ s and ρ f stand respectively for the densities of the grains and the fluid (air) respectively, and d for the grain diameter [6, 4] . The formation of a single mature barchan after this initial stage, in particular the distribution of air flow and sediment flux around the dune as well as the development of its characteristic crescentic shape, has now reached a consequent level of understanding [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] .
Barchan dunes may be observed in a variety of places on Earth [16, 2] and on Mars. They can be rather isolated but they can also be found in large fields which show rather coherent and homogeneous corridor-like structures of tens of kilometers long. Within these corridors, dune size and spacing seems more or less well defined but this size is not the elementary size at which dunes form as many other non-linear mechanisms come into play. Previous field works have mainly focused on the morphology and kinematics of individual dunes [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . Barchan fields have also been investigated [20, 27, 28, 29] , the most detailed and complete studies concerning La Pampa de La Joya, in the Arequipa region (Peru) [17, 20, 21] . This dune field is compared here to the longest barchan field on Earth, in the Atlantic Sahara region (Morocco). At that place, due to the shouldered profile of the shoreline next to the town Tarfaya, the beaches provide some sand that can be transported inland by the winds. The barchan field starts next to the sea and remains clearly visible for hundreds of km downwind, sometimes altered or disturbed by reliefs such as large depressions of several km large (sebkhas) or by other dunes coming from other sand sources.
The precise processes which lead to the organisation of these dune fields remain presently unknown. It has been suggested that some correlation exists between dune spacing and grain size [30] , or that merging of dunes can be viewed as a selection process [27] . In the cellular automaton of Werner [31] , dune fields are interpreted as complex systems, the dune patterns being 'attractors' of the aeolian sand transport and morphology system. Barchan fields stripes have been simulated by Lima et al. [32] assuming that the sand flux balance at the scale of a single dune makes it stable. However, it has been shown later that this stability assumption is not self-consistent [14] , and that, in response to perturbations such as strong wind variations or collisions, barchans destabilize toward the generation of waves on their back and flanks [4] , possibly leading to some carving processes.
Our aim is here two-fold. First, we wish to evidence the selection of the dune size and the 'corridor' structure. This has been previously inferred from aerial photographs in a qualitative manner, but we provide in this paper a systematic and quantitative characterisation of barchan fields. This will serve in the future as a bench-mark to test numerical models. Second, we wish to investigate the parameter controlling the size of the dunes. Is there a difference of grain size between a zone of large dunes and a zone of small ones? Is there a difference of wind speed? Is there a change of the nature of the soil (rock, vegetation, etc) or of the topography? Is the dune size controlled by the overall sand flux at the origin of the barchan field (the flux of sand deposited on the beach by the ocean in the case of Atlantic Sahara)? We show that all these possibilities should be rejected, in favour of a regulation of the dune size by dynamical mechanisms. We then suggest that the distance to the lateral boundaries of the field could be the (only) relevant parameter controlling the dune size.
Barchan dunes corridors
In this section, we shall first give an overall and qualitative description of the two studied sites. We then show that an effective dune size selection is at work in these fields, resulting into a single or multi-corridor structure. This description is followed by the analysis of (d) . Schematic view of the barchan fields in the three zones A, B and C respectively. Zone D is the place of the 'mono-corridor' discussed in the last section of the paper and displayed in figure 13 . The x axis is along the wind direction (arrow on the map), and y is transverse. As defined more quantitatively later on, we set y = 0 at the transition line between small and large dunes the size distribution and the quantitative evidence for the structure transverse to the wind direction.
Two sites of study
Two barchan fields have been studied for this work. The first place is located in Atlantic Sahara (south of Morocco) where, besides collecting aerial photographs, we carried out many field trips. The second one is a barchan field in the Arequipa region of Peru. We have not actually been there but worked with the available published documents as well as aerial views that can be found online.
A map of the Moroccan region of interest is shown in figure 1a . There, the topography is very flat in the form of a limestone-sandstone (Moghrebian) plateau over which trade winds blow regularly, with a typical resultant drift potential RDP/DP ∼ 0.9 [4] , i.e. a very unimodal wind regime (see Appendix). The direction of these winds is slightly oriented to the west, making an angle of 23
• to the north. This direction is precisely the direction of dune propagation and consequently that of the corridors. We chose to study dunes in the sub-region between the towns of Tarfaya and Laayoune, which are approximately a hundred km apart. More precisely, we selected three different places: zone A slightly south of Tarfaya (27 • • 11 ′ W). The zones are typically 4 km long and 4 to 7 km wide. The distance between A and B is about 20 km, and 40 km between B and C. Schematic top views of these three zones are displayed in figure 1 .
Although the three fields in figure 1 do not look exactly the same -e.g. dunes are clearly larger in zone B than in A and C -they all show a similar structure transverse to the wind direction: dunes next to the eastern border of the field are large and far apart from each other, whereas further into the field the dunes are smaller and their spatial distribution denser. As they have a transverse expansion much smaller than along the wind direction, we call 'corridor' these places of roughly uniform dune size and density. We must emphasize that the corridor pattern of zone B is not the direct continuation of that of zone A -same with zone C with respect to zone B -as some topographic accidents (depressions or Sebkhas, additional sources of sand [33] ) locally break or modify the barchan field in between these zones. However, each time the dune field runs over a large uniform terrain, the same general pattern is recovered.
It is interesting to compare these data with those from the barchan field close to La Joya railway station (16 • 43 ′ S, 71
• 51 ′ W), see figure 2. Although this field is not very largeapproximately 30 km long -several studies have been devoted to this place, and barchans have been followed over decades [17, 20, 21] . The wind there blows roughly from south to north. Unfortunately, no permanent weather station has been installed in the dune field so far. The closest one is at the airport of Arequipa, close to moutains and give a low RDP/DP factor of the order of 0.4, due to frequent reversing winds (see Appendix). Two zones there have been selected. A first one (E) close to the beginning of the field, and a second one further north close to the train station (F) which exactly corresponds to Lettau and Lettau's work place [20] . These two zones are distant of 10 km and barchans eventually disappear 20 km further north of zone F in some agricultural area. A schematic view of the barchans in these zones is displayed in figure 2 . In contrast to Atlantic Sahara, the field is very homogeneous in size and density, with a single stripe of small and diluted dunes.
Dune size distribution
With a careful analysis of the aerial photographs, one can get a systematic measure of some of the dune characteristics, namely the width W , the length L and the left and right horn widths ∆ l,r . These quantities can be computed from six data points: the back of the dune, the two sides, the two tips of the slip face at the horns, and finally the furthest inside of the slip face, see figure 3 and Appendix. Comparing the left and right horn widths, the asymmetry of the dune can be also estimated. For the following graphs, an approximate number of 5000 dunes have been clicked in the Moroccan field and several hundreds in Peru.
With these data, probability density functions (PDF) of dune widths (or volumes) can be constructed over some domain A. At this stage, several options are possible. One can simply count the number of dunes δN(W, A) in that domain whose width is between W and W + δW . The PDF is then computed as P (W, A) = δN(W, A)/δW/N A , where N A is the total number of dunes in the domain. This is valid in the regime where the shape of the PDF is insensitive to the value chosen for the interval δW . Another possibility is to weight the value of P with some supplementary factor function of the dune size, e.g. the width to some power α. A fairly more general formula is then
where the integer i runs over all dunes in the domain A. The standard α = 0 case gives favor to small dunes, whereas a larger value of α increases the weight of large ones. This analysis is important for what we want to call a 'corridor' of barchans or how we can classify a group of dunes. Take for example a domain where some large dunes are surrounded by many little ones. Should it be effectively thought as a bunch of small dunes because the number of large ones is only small fraction of the total number of dunes, or should it be considered as a loose group of large dunes because they are the ones which contain and carry most of the sand, the contribution of the small ones being negligible? In figure 4a we plot P α (W ) for different values of α, computed over the whole zone C domain (∼ 3200 dunes). These curves show that α = 2 (surface weighting) gives roughly the same weight to small and large dunes and we shall implicitly keep this value of α in the following. To conclude this sub-section, we shall briefly discuss an important length scales issue. As a matter of fact, most of the results presented here are plotted in real units -lengths in m, volumes in m 3 -but it is essential to be able to fairly compare some data with others obtained in different situation, e.g. in another dune field. For example, what do we mean by a 'small' or a 'large' barchan? We have shown in previous papers that the only length-scale of the problem is the saturation length ℓ s , which controls for instance the size λ m ∼ 12ℓ s at which dunes form but also the cut-off wavelength λ c ∼ 6.3ℓ s below which dunes disappear [3, 4, 5] . For the grain size d ∼ 175 µm found in Morocco (see figure 9) , the saturation length has been directly measured (ℓ s ∼ 1.7 m), which gives λ m ∼ 20 m and λ c ∼ 11 m. This is consistent with the wavelength of the surface undulations which decorate the large barchans as well as the length of the smallest barchans observed in the region [4] . On Mars however, λ m is of the order of 600 m and so is the typical size of the smallest dunes there [5] . Therefore, although for the sake of readability we did not make all our plots dimensionless, lengths should be implicitly thought in units of λ m (or ℓ s ). Finally note that the sand grains of the barchan field of La Joya have d ∼ 150 µm and ρ s ∼ 2300 kg/m 3 [21] which give λ m ∼ 15 m, a slightly smaller value than in the field of the Atlantic Sahara.
Quantitative evidences for a transverse structure
In order to reveal the transverse structure of the dune field, we choose for the working domain a rectangle A of area δ x × δ y , whose long side is along the wind (x direction) and of the size of the whole zone of study (3 to 4 km, see figures 1 and 2), and whose short side is a small fraction of the transverse dimension, typically ∼ 500 m, centered at some value of coordinate y. In figure 5 is displayed the mean dune width
as well as the dune density (number of dunes per unit surface -here in km
as a function of y. In all three Moroccan zones, one can clearly see that in the western part of the field the dunes are smaller and more densely packed. The location of the passage from one corridor to the other can be determined by looking at the shape of the curve η(y). We can indeed set y = 0 at the toe of the large left peak. y < 0 is then the domain of small dunes, and conversely y > 0 is that of large ones. Within these corridors the size distribution is well peaked (see figure 4b ) with a typical standard deviation to mean ratio of the order of unity. In zone C, these peaks are located around W ∼ 40 m (∼ 2λ m ) and W ∼ 125 m (∼ 6λ m ). A more careful inspection of graphs (a) and (c) of figure 5 shows that, although the three zones share qualitatively the same corridor pattern, there are quantitative differences figure 6 . In all these graphs, is for zone A, is for zone B and •, •, • for zone C. As evidenced by the packing density profile, y = 0 is the transition point between the small (y < 0) and large (y > 0) dune corridors. Panels (b) and (d) show respectively profiles of the mean width and the dune density along the wind direction (x) for zone C. White symbols is for an analysis restricted to the small dunes corridor (y < 0), black symbols are for the large dunes one (y > 0) and there is no restriction on y for the grey symbols.
between them. The small dunes of zone B are for instance almost of the size of the large ones in zone A. Another example is that the small dunes of zones A and C are of similar size, but there is a 50% increase in the density from the former to the latter. Finally, a secondary peak in the η(y) profile of zone C is visible precisely at the position where the corresponding curve W (y) drops down, showing how correlated these two quantities are. Furthermore, we have investigated the homogeneity in size and density along the windward direction x. In the same spirit as for the y profiles, rectangular working domains are chosen with a short size δ x = 500 m, and a long side δ y which can cover either the whole field, or restricted to the sub-zones y < 0 (small dune corridor) or y > 0 (large The data corresponding to the small dune corridor appear to be very homogeneous (flat profiles) in dune size, but quite fluctuating in density. Looking at the field in figure 1d, one can indeed identify a hole of dunes on the western side, followed by a renucleation of barchans further downwind. As already evidenced with the distribution P (W ) in figure 4 , we can see again in this figure that the large dunes are dispersed in size, although without any particular trend as a function of x. However, their density is constant all along the corridor.
In the barchan field of la Pampa de La Joya, the dune width distribution presents a single peak around W ∼ 50 m (∼ 3λ m ), also with a typical standard deviation of the same order of magnitude. Dune width and density transverse profiles are plotted in figure 6a,b. The comparison of zones E and F shows that the field becomes wider, less dense and more homogeneous downwind. The dune density is ten times smaller than in the area of the Moroccan field where dunes have a similar size. The 'equivalent sand height' introduced by Lettau and Lettau [20] provides a particularly striking illustration of this difference. If one could spread all the sand of the dunes, it would form a uniform layer of height H e = 1 δxδy i∈A V i . In La Joya field, one finds H e ∼ 2 cm [20] whereas H e ∼ 50 cm in the Moroccan one.
From the previous figures, it then appears that the barchan size looks well selected, suggesting that the dunes have reached a statistical equilibrium state controlled by some parameter(s) which varies along the direction transverse to the wind. Before investigating these control parameters, we need to discuss in detail the measurement and the distribution of sand fluxes inside a dune field.
Sand fluxes
A difficult, but crucial, quantity to measure in this context is the total sand flux Q t transported by the dune field. Following Lettau and Lettau [20] , two terms of Q t must be discussed independently, namely the 'bulk' Q b , and the 'free' Q f fluxes. The former is This photo is from the barchan field of La Joya. The wind comes from the top (arrow). Λ is the distance from the horn tip of a barchan to the nearest downwind dune. As for the purpose of figure 12, we note δy the lateral distance between the centers of a dune and its downwind next neighbor. related to the sand transported by the dunes themselves, whereas the latter corresponds to the grains moved in saltation by the wind in between the barchans.
The 'bulk' flux
In the domain A of size δ x and δ y in directions x and y respectively, we define in accordance with [20] the volumic bulk flux as
where c i is the velocity of the dune i, and V i its volume. We show in the appendix that both volume and velocity can be computed as functions of the dune width W , so that Q b can thus be computed directly from the analysis of aerial photographs. It should be emphasized that the dune propagation speed is proportional to the saturated flux over a flat bed Q, so that all wind dependance is encoded into this factor.
The 'free' flux
The evaluation of the free flux Q f is much less straight forward and requires more assumptions. In Lettau and Lettau's paper, Q f (called 'streamer' flux in [20] ) is computed in the following manner. They define the coefficient r to be such that Q b = rQ t . It represents the fraction of intercepted streamers and has been estimated between 0.4 and 0.6 by these authors, taking the ratio of the total width i∈A W i (integrated over a transverse strip A of windward extent 600 m) to the width of the overall lateral width of the barchan field. A better estimation may be obtained with r ∼ W 2 /η. The values W ∼ 50 m and η ∼ 30 dunes per km 2 that can be read in figure 6 lead to r of the order of 0.1.
This proportionality relationship between the fluxes is a strong assumption which is far from being obvious. We would like to relax it and find a way to measure Q f independently of Q b . We remark that, as the recirculation bubbles in the lee side of barchans act as perfect sand traps, all grains in saltation between the dunes must have originally escaped a barchan from one of its horns. From numerical simulations [14] , it can be inferred that the flux on the horns is proportional to the saturated sand flux on a flat bed Q, with a pre-factor close to unity. This is consistent with the measurement of the wind velocity in the horns which is found to be close to that far from the dune. In other words, the flux is saturated and the horns are flat. Assuming that all the escaping flux reaches the next downwind dune, Q f can be expressed by the means of matter conservation as:
where Λ l,r i is the distance from the dune i to its nearest neighbor downwind starting from the tip of its left/right horn, and ∆ l,r i the width of that horn. The method of measurement of both Q b and Q f is illustrated in figure 7 .
It is important to discuss at this stage the several sources of errors or uncertainties in this measure of Q f . First of all is the precision at which we were able to click at the exact positions on the aerial photographs (see figure 3) . As a matter of fact, some of the photos we analyzed are very sharp with nice lights and shadows accuentuating the edge points of the slip face. Other views are less contrasted and these positions are less well defined. As a result, the typical error in the direct determination of the ∆'s is of the order of 10%. A second source of uncertainty is the fact that the value of the sand flux at the barchan horns has not been measured directly, but comes from the result of a model as well as qualitative observations. This would probably count for another 10 to 20%. A third point to emphasize is that, as aerial photos of barchan field only give a snapshot of the state of the dunes, such an analysis gives an 'instantaneous' value for Q f , corresponding to the date at which the view was taken. This remark makes particular sense when comparing the zones E and F of the la Joya field (see figure 10 ) which we shall come back to later. The computation of Q b therefore contrasts with that of the bulk flux which is based on time and ensemble averaged laws for the dune volume and velocity as a function of the dune width (see apendix). A final source of error, which is difficult to evaluate, is related to the possibility of the erosion of the lime-sandstone ground on which the barchans live. In fact, a local erosion rate of the order of a fraction of a mm per year would not affect our estimation of Q f as the correspoding additional sand flux reaching the back of a dune would be this rate multiplied by the typical distance between two neighboring dunes, i.e. tens to hundreds of meters and is therefore negligible in comparison to Q ∼ 100 m 2 /year. Another important point concerns the upwind boundary conditions in the Q f calculation. For each dune of a selected domain in a given photo, its next downwind neighbors are located. However, the most upwind dunes are also bombarded by sand grains, but coming from dunes out of the domain. We then run this neighbor searching routine not only on the selected domain, but all over the photograph. In the case of La Joya, the dune density is so low that some of the dunes providing sand at the upwind boundary are not actually visible on the photograph. As these dunes actually exist and are of the same size as those visualized, we have added at the upwind edge of the photograph 'false' barchans as sand flux sources, duplicated from real ones. In the worse case (close to La Joya station), this procedure affects the result in the upper third of zone F. However, as the field is observed to be homogeneous, this should not be the dominant source of error.
Bistability of sand transport
In figure 8a ,b,c is displayed the bulk, free and total fluxes as a function of the transverse coordinate y for the Moroccan dunes. Interestingly, both Q b and Q f are of the same order of magnitude, but not uniform across the field. More precisely, far from been proportional to each other, a decrease of Q b in a dune 'hole' is correlated with an increase of Q fsee e.g. panel (a) around y = 0. In total, the Q t data display rather flat profiles versus y. Furthermore, the total flux value is pretty much the same in the three zones of study, indicating that Q t is quite uniform in the windward direction over long distances. Finally, this value is only a fraction (roughly one half) of the saturated flux Q. This means that all this amount of sand could well be transported in saltation only. In other words, for the same control parameters, in particular for the same overall sand flux and the same wind, there can be two different equilibrium states (in a global, statistical sense), both stable: dunes with inter-dunes free flux or pure saltation transport on the ground. We shall illustrate the transition from one state to the other in the last section.
Sand flux balance at the scale of the field
In introduction, we have risen the question of the parameters controlling the size of dunes in a given area. A distinct but related issue is the global sand balance at the scale of the dune field. Does all the sand of the field come from a unique source at the upwind edge (a beach in Morocco and a relief in La Joya)? Is there a sand leak at the lateral boundaries? Is there a significant erosion of the ground providing an additional source of sand for the dunes? Why does the Moroccan field remain collimated over such a long distance?
Within zone F, Lettau and Lettau [20] came to the conclusion that there must be a slight downwind increase of sand transport, this increase being interpreted as the signature of a local erosion of the ground (0.2 mm/year). In view of our results for zones E and F (figure 8d), the validity of this result can be seriously questioned. Indeed, the dune density is so small that the total flux is dominated by the free flux, badly estimated in [20] and quite imprecise here also.
Of course, the hypothesis of a local erosion rate as large as one grain diameter per year cannot be rejected but can neither be proved on this basis. If this was the case, integrated over a tens of kilometers, the additional flux would be larger than the entrance flux. To explain the downstream homogeneity (in particular in Morocco), the extra sand source due to erosion would need to be compensated by a lateral sand leak. We can imagine two different processes for this transverse flux. First, the grains in saltation experience random rebounds on the soil, leading to some lateral diffusion. A random walk like analysis predicts that, for a windward propagation L x , a typical transverse displacement L x ∼ √ DL x is expected, where D is the typical lateral displacement of a salton after one hop. A reasonable estimate is D ∼ 0.1 m, which means that L y is only about several tens of meters for L x = 10 km. In other words, such a diffusion-like process cannot be responsible for a broadening of the corridor strip. Second, when the wind direction changes significantly (either due to the gentle daily variation or during a storm), the sand escaping dunes can be transported outside the dune field. In that case, L y would scale linearly with L x itself rather than with its square root. The corresponding transverse flux would thus be a fraction of Q. Of course, during such events, there is also a sand supply on the other side. Moreover, during our field trips in Morocco, we never observed sand trapped behind bushes and stones (nebkhas) outside the dune field.
In conclusion, there is no direct proof that the sand flux escaping from the sea, in Morocco (from the relief in La Joya) remains collimated and gives the essential contribution to the amount of sand in the field. However, an indirect indication of this hypothesis comes from the total length (300 km) of the Moroccan barchan field. It takes ∼ 10000 years for a middle sized dune to propagate from the see over such a distance. Similarly, one of the mega-barchans, which moves at 2 m/year, is now at ∼ 10 km from the shoreline, giving a starting time of ∼ 5000 years before present. These dates could reasonably correspond to the formation of this desert, indicating that the major source of sand is indeed the ocean close Tarfaya.
Investigation of possible parameters controlling the corridor structure
We have demonstrated that there is a regulation of the size of dunes inside corridors. As a general statement, there should exist at least one external control parameter varying from a corridor of large dunes to a corridor of small ones. There are in fact very few possible candidates, namely (i) the sand flux, (ii) the soil and the granulometry and (iii) the wind velocity across the dune field.
Overall sand flux
Based on the idea that the sand flux escaping from the ocean in Tarfaya beach is conserved all along the dune field, an appealing idea is to imagine that this initial sand source is non-uniform and that, in order to transport a different quantity of sand, the system spontaneously 'chooses' a mode with an adaptated dune size. For instance, one could imagine that a field of small dunes would transport more sand than a field of large ones (or vice-versa). The transverse profiles of the total sand fluxes Q t computed for the three Moroccan zones have been gathered in figure 9a (see also figure 8 ). As already mentionned, their values are very consistent from one zone to the other and show no particular trend as a function of y. More precisely, one cannot indentify any clear variation of Q t around the position y = 0 where one changes from a dune corridor to the other. We can then conclude that barchan corridors cannot be explained by transverse variations of the total sand flux.
This result can be justified a posteriori by a hand waving argument. Indeed, if we assume that the spacing between dunes scales on the dune size (η ∝ 1/W 2 ) and that the horn size ∆ is a fraction of W , with a velocity c proportional to 1/W and a volume scaling • 18 ′ N, 11
• 32 ′ W), zone A ( ), Mega barchan ( * ) and zone C (•). The distribution is log-normal (note the log scales on the axis) with a peak around 175 µm. These grains are made of quartz and lime. A secondary peak at 100 µm is clearly visible and corresponds to grains of magnetite. (c) Photograph of few grains of magnetite (black), lime from a shell (orange) and quartz (white). (d) Wind velocity across zone A. These wind data have been rescaled by a reference velocity measured at a fixed point. Recall y = 0 is the transition point between the small (y < 0) and large (y > 0) dune corridors as W 3 , one gets a flux independent of the dune size. In these conditions, it would have been surprising to be able to associate a different flux to large and small dunes corridors.
In the zone E of La Joya the same total flux Q t ∼ 0.5 Q as in Morocco is observed, with a very different packing density. This reinforces the idea that, although a sand flux is definitively needed to produce barchans, it neither controls their size nor their density. Finally, the comparisons between the two zones of La Joya reveals an interesting feature as the total flux drops by a factor of two from E to F. As will be discussed below, this difference should be related to the different dates at which the photographs where taken.
In zone E, a storm has strongly affected the shape of the dunes, leading to an increase of the horn width and thus of the free flux.
Soil and granulometry
Another idea is to test whether the size distribution of the sand grains has a significant influence on the corridor pattern. As a matter of fact, the analysis of a wide collection of field data by Wilson [34] , as well as the work of Lancaster [30] in Namibia suggest that the grain size d is correlated with the size of the dunes. At a more fundamental level, we have shown how the initial wavelength of sand bed destabilization is related to the drag length 6, 4, 5] . In particular, this scaling was used to produce centimetric barchans at the scale of laboratory experiments [35, 36, 37] and to understand the size of the dunes on Mars [5] .
Sand was sampled in different places of the Moroccan dune field. The samples are from the sand right in the middle of the dune avalanche slip face. The corresponding PDFs (weighted in mass) are plotted in figure 9b. They are well fitted by a log-normal law
The fits give values for d between 165 and 185 µm with no particular trend. The values of the dimensionless width σ of the distribution is of the order of 0.25. This means that, in comparison to its value at the peak, the probability drops down by a factor of 2 for a grain size either smaller or larger by a factor of e 0.25 ln √ 2 with respect to d . Therefore, apart from some coarse grains systematically visible at the toes of dunes in the form on mega-ripples patterns, the grain size distribution in the studied region is remarkably uniform with a typical size around 175 µm. We can then conclude that, although some correlation of W with d is expected, grain size distribution is not the parameter responsible for the corridor pattern of this barchan field, and the size selection must have another cause.
As for the topography, the map of the region indicates that the plateau presents a slight slope in the cross wind direction which is estimated at most between 10 and 20 m for 5 km (0.3%). However, it is unlikely to correlate such a regular slope with a sharp transition from small to large barchans. Finally, as we could observe in the field, the vegetation as well as the nature of the soil is very uniform all over the place.
Wind velocity across the dune field
Another important factor is of course the wind intensity. In particular, the only consistent theory for the saturation length ℓ s [6] (and thus the wavelength λ m ) predicts a sub-dominant variation on the wind velocity. On can wonder whether this could however influence the size selection of mature dunes.
We have measured the wind velocity along a road crossing the dune field in its northern part-near Tarfaya, zone A. These measures were performed with a standard cup anemometer fixed at the top of a ∼ 3 m high mast. We checked for each point that no neighboring dunes could influence the measurements. In order to remove the possible slow drift of the wind speed, a second fixed anemometer was used as a reference at the top of a duneas a general feature, the wind gently varies up in the morning to mid-day and then down in the afternoon. The measures are displayed in figure 9c and show an almost perfectly flat profile versus y. In particular, no sharp variation is visible around the location y = 0 where the change from small to large dunes is observed. Moreover, no significant relief which could locally modify the trade wind flow is present.
We have seen that the size and spacing in the barchan field of La Pampa de la Joya is very different from that of Morocco. One could imagine that this is to be related to the smaller value of Q in Peru. However, the RDP or DP intensity factors mostly reflect the fraction of time during which there is transport i.e. during which the wind strength is above the transport threshold. Comparing the typical wind velocities in the two fields when sand transport is effective, we actually get very similar values. We thus conclude that the observed differences between the two fields do not result from different wind strengths. Once again, the origin of the corridor pattern is thus to be found from another parameter.
Dynamical mechanisms regulating the dune size
We have described above the dune size distribution and the corridor structure in barchan fields. We have shown that the natural external parameters such as the wind velocity or the sand flux cannot explain such a pattern. We thus turn to the investigation of dynamical mechanisms regulating the dune size. There are mainly two of them. First, the volume of a dune evolves by sand supply on its stoss side and sand leak by its horns. Second, exchanges of mass occur due to interactions between dunes (collision and carving). These processes at hand, it is then interesting to trace their imprint in the dune landscape.
Flux balance on a single dune
The amount of sand that a dune of width W receives per unit time when submitted to a flux q is easy to compute: a simple cross section argument leads to φ in = qW . The estimation of φ out requires more caution. As barchans loose sand by their horns, we can write φ out ∼ Q∆, where ∆ is the total horn width of the considered dune, as previously discussed above for the free flux, see equation (5) . We therefore extracted from our data ∆ as a function of W . The point is that, if barchans are in an equilibrium state with a well defined width for a given input flux, we expect large dunes to loose proportionally more sand than small ones. In a previous numerical study [14] , we have exhibited the unstable nature of isolated dunes submitted to a strictly unidirectional wind, and leading to ever growing or shrinking barchans.
Data from zone B are plotted in figure 10a. They are quite scattered, but to first order, they satisfy ∆ ∝ W so that the balance equation φ in = φ out which would hold for a steady dune cannot select a unique width. Note that in our numerical work [14] , the curve ∆ (or φ out ) against W was obtained with dunes artificially maintained in equilibrium by means of semi-periodic boundary conditions. By contrast, the data shown in figure 10 corresponds to the same measurement performed on individually unstable dunes inside a statistically steady field.
The data from La Joya field shed an interesting light on this problem. The two photos we got (zones E and F) are dated May 2003 and Feb. 2005 respectively, and show barchans of distinctly different morphologies. In the latter case, the dunes have their very standard crescentic shape with slender horn tips (figure 10c), whereas in the former one the barchan present a blunt outline with thick flanks (figure 10d). The dunes of zone E furthermore display a small reversed slipface at their brink. Having directly observed this phenomenon many times in the field, we can ascribe it to a storm blowing from an anusual direction. Moreover, the collisions can be forgotten in La Pampa de la Joya as the barchans density is very low. The two data sets for ∆ vs W in zones E and F can clearly be distinguished in the plot of figure (figure 10b): ∆ for the smaller dunes does not differ much from a set to the other, whereas larger dunes can typically double their horn width after the storm. As mentioned in [4] , this size dependence in the sand loss can be interpreted with the induction of surface waves on the horns and flanks of dunes whose size is larger than several times λ m . The response of dunes to the variations in wind direction (in particular storms) leading to an extra-leak of large dunes in the end controls the regulation of the size of these quasi-isolated barchans of La Joya.
Mass exchanges through collisions
In Morocco, the situation is different: the dune density can be high and collisions are very frequent. As illustrated in [4] , only the largest dunes can be identified after a time period of 30 years and collisions play a major role in the sand transfers between the dunes. We have followed in detail the time evolution of two interacting dunes in zone A. The different contours are displayed in figure 11a. One can see that the dynamics is complex, involving a partial fusion together with few ejections. By the use of the volume calibration law (6), we can quantitatively estimate the mass balance before and after the collision. In panel (a i), the upwind smaller dune contains 700 m 3 of sand, whereas the volume of the larger one is 1200 m 3 . In panel (a vi), the resulting dune has grown up to 2000 m 3 . This also means that 100 m 3 have been lost, partly in the form of few barchans of elementary size -typically W ∼ λ m /2 ∼ 10 m, i.e. a volume of the order of 30 m 3 , see e.g. panels (a iv) and (a v).
We have identified few potentially similar events in the Peruvian field such as that shown in figure 11b -in this case intermediate photos are unfortunately not available. Such an interaction is typical for rather small dunes (few times λ m in size) and is also well reproduced in subaqueous experiments [36, 37] . Examples of collisions involving large dunes are discussed in [4] . They typically result in an intense carving in the wake of the barchan horns, leading to a significant size reduction of the target dune. In figure 11c is displayed an important rearrangement in zone D in a four years interval. The central large figure 7 for a recall of the definition of δy). As schematized in inset, the solid (dotted) line is for the case of a larger (smaller) upwind dune. These data come from the Moroccan fields. Although more scattered due to less statistics, data from La Joya field show similar curve shapes. dune get destabilized and ejects several smaller ones. Some fusions also occurred upwind. In the end, these events effectively result in a higher sand leak for the larger barchans, preventing them to grow indefinitely which is what we would expect with pure fusions.
In order to investigate the importance of this barchan ejection process at the horns of large dunes, we studied how correlated the position of a dune with its next downwind neighbor is. More precisely, we computed the histogram of the lateral distance δy between the centers of such two dunes (see figure 7) . In order to compare dunes of different sizes, this distance is rescaled by the width of the upwind barchan. As small dunes get ejected from large ones and not vice-versa, it makes sense to differentiate the case where the upwind dune is larger or smaller than its downwind neighbor. In figure 12 we plot the two corresponding histograms. The former case shows a double peaked curve confined between ±1 in rescaled units, whereas the latter is broader with a flat profile. This double peak is the signature of the frequently observed 'duck fly' packing arrangement where backs and horns of neighboring dunes almost touch each other. It demonstrates the ubiquity of the carving process, and thus the regulation of masses by dunes interactions.
A dune landscape reading
Having now analyzed the two principal dynamical processes at work in a barchan field, it is interesting to turn back to a reading of the dune landscape, looking for traces of what we have discussed above. A first place to examine is a small field located on a plateau between two depressions (zone D on the map displayed in figure 1a) . The topography is such that a point-like source of sand at the top of the cliff generates a single channel of barchans, see figure 13 . As can be seen on the photos, this peculiar field starts in fact with a kind of elongated tongue of sand from which small dunes are carved. After detachment, the barchans propagate downwind while growing in size, and eventually disappear in the downwind cliff. More quantitatively, the dune width W is plotted against the downwind position x in panel (d) of figure 13 . Although scattered, there is almost a factor of 2 between size of the dunes at the beginning of the channel and those at the end. This coarsening is a persistent phenomenon as it is here observed in a coherent way over a period of 30 years, which is long enough to renew most of the dunes in this small field. Following the above analysis, this is the signature of numerous collisions processes generating partial fusions.
Other illustrative configurations can be found with a crosswise scan in the large field of zone C. This is the purpose of figure 14 where three places of interest have been expanded. Panel (b) shows a 'hole' in the field, in the sense that this place is locally empty of dunes. The dunes however reappear further downwind in a dense packing of elementary barchans. Although the precise reason of this local disappearance of dunes is unknown, this phenomenon is not that surprising if one recalls that sand transport presents two bistable states (with and without dunes). Gentle variations of the local topography could for instance be sufficient to make it switch from one state to the other. In panel (d), we recognize carving processes and corresponding typical spatial packing arrangements as well as numerous substructures on the flanks of the large barchans which are the sign of strong interactions between the dunes. In other places (panel (c)), the dune surface undulations are less pronounced and must have rather been generated by temporary winds coming from an oblique direction (storm).
In summary, the whole field, although well organized in corridors, should not be thought of in a static -or rather purely kinematic -manner with an external driving, but as the place of numerous dynamical events, where small dunes undergo partial fusions and large ones carving processes in response to collisions due to faster small barchans running into them. In the 'diluted field' case of La Joya where collisions are too rare to be a dominant process of size regulation, storms must suffice to prevent to the growth of the dunes by a temporary increase of their horn width and thus of the sand loss.
Finally, the question of the corridor pattern in the Moroccan fields remains an open problem: although we understand what the mechanisms at work for the size regulation of barchans are, the precise selection of this size at different transverse positions in the field is still mysterious. We have here investigated the variation of control parameters from one corridor to the other. The influence of storms -directly evidenced in La Joya -could in Morrocco be different inside the dune field and on the edges. In particular, we have shown in [4] that the distribution of storm directions is very asymmetric (coming frequently from the east). It then suggests that the control parameter could be the distance to the eastern border of the field.
Conclusion and perspectives
The main points of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• Two sites have been studied: the barchan field between Tarfaya and Laayoune (Atlantic Sahara) and that of La Joya (Peru). From a comparison of dune positions over time we obtained a relationship between their propagation velocity c and their width W . Similarly, the use of ground photos led to get the dune volume V as a function of W . Both of these empirical laws c(W ) and V (W ) are well defined over the whole range of dune size -from W ∼ 20 to W ∼ 600 m.
• We performed a quantitative analysis of aerial photographs, looking in particular to the probability distribution function of the dune size, the average dune width W and the dune packing density η. A clear corridor pattern is revealed with a sharp variation in the transverse (y) direction of W and η, the smaller barchan being more densely packed. By contrast, these quantities are homogeneous in the windward (x) direction.
• Investigating the possible external parameter controlling the dune size in these fields, we measured the grain size distribution in different places of the field as well as the wind profile across the corridors. We also examined the sand flux profiles. Following Lettau and Lettau [20] we splitted it into the 'bulk' flux corresponding to the amount of sand transported by the dunes themselves and the 'free' flux for the sand transported in saltation between the dunes. We showed that none of these profiles presents a significant and systematic variation at the place of corridor change. Furthermore, as the quantitative value of the total sand flux is less (typically one half) of the saturated flux, it indicates a bistable sand transport corresponding to two statically steady states (dunes vs no dunes).
• We show that the dune size is rather controlled by two dynamical processes. First, changes in wind direction, and storms in particular, induce a broadening of large dunes horns. Second, the collisions between dunes also strongly depend on their sizes. While small colliding dunes (whose rescaled width W/λ m is of the order of unity) exhibit a partial fusion, large ones (in terms of W/λ m ) get destabilized and generate a wake of small barchans of elementary size.
Although the origin of the corridor structure is finally left unexplained, the mechanisms governing the barchan size are identified and let a new way to read and experience the dune landscape. This work points out several directions for future theoretical as well as field investigations. The models should be tested against the new data and possibly improved to correctly reproduce the dynamical response of barchans to perturbations such as storms and collisions. At the scale of the field, the speculative idea that corridors could be the result of a finite size effect should also be examined. As for the field work, a challenging issue is the direct and precise measure of the sand flux coming out of a barchan of given width. In relation to this question, a finer measurement of the horn width ∆(W ) should be performed -from aerial photos or in the field -e.g. in dune configurations restricted to particular situations such as collisions.
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A Field measurement techniques A.1 DIY geographic information system
Most of the measurements presented here are based on pictures and dune contours, measured with hand-carrying Garamin GPS receivers. The GPS resolution, checked at reference points, is of the order of 4 m. Depending on the size of the dune, the GPS points are spaced by 5 m to 20 m. The aerial photographs are taken with a Leica Geosystems camera on 240 mm ×240 mm films, with a lens of focal 88 mm or 152 mm. They are digitalized at 60 pix/mm, which, depending on the altitude of the plane, gives finally a resolution between 20 cm/pixel for a field of 2.7 km and 70 cm/pix for a field of 10 km. The ground photographs are taken with a Leica digital camera (2048 x 1536 pixels). The lens focal length and the size of the sensitive elements are calibrated in the lab.
Using a home made geographic information system, the GPS positions of the contours are superimposed on aerial or ground taken photographs. The principle of the projection used is shown in figure 15 . The geodetic coordinates are converted into cartesian coordinates, using the WGS84 reference ellipsoid [38] . The linear projection on the photograph is performed by introducing homogenous coordinates. The global position of the camera (latitude, longitude, altitude and the three Euler angles) is determined from the GPS positions of various landmarks (road, relief, cliff, track) visible on the photographs. This procedure ensures a global positioning of any visible point within a resolution of less than 4 m. The relative resolution obtained for aerial pictures is typically metric but can be as small as centimetre for ground pictures of dunes.
The morphological characteristics of a dune (length L, width W , horn widths) are determined from either an aerial view or a GPS contour, by defining the six characteristic points shown in figure 3 . When the brink of the dune coincide with the crest, the height H is determined from the measurement of the slip face length and of the avalanche slope. It can otherwise be measured using ground photographs (see figure 16 ). To determine the dune volume, we have developed a specific tool, which uses either three photographs (aerial, face and side photographs) or two photographs (face and side views) and the dune GPS contour. Moreprecisely, we approximate the envelope of the dune using its contour and a point -in general close to the brink -such that the profile along any cut of the dune passing through this point is a parabola. To reconstruct the avalanche slip-face, we use the property that the steepest direction of the slip face is perpendicular to the contour of the dune and that the slope is everywhere equal to the sand dynamic friction coefficient (tan 32
• ). Five parameters have to be tuned, looking simultaneously at the three views: the three dimensional position of the origin point and the slope of the surface at this point. The figure 16 shows the quality of the reconstruction that can be achieved. Then, the volume V of the dune can be easily deduced from this geometrical reconstruction.
A.2 Morphology
In agreement with other field data, reviewed for instance in [26] , the barchan dimensions (height H, length L and width W ) in the Moroccan field are linearly related to each other. An example of H vs W is displayed in figure 17c: dunes have a typical aspect ratio of 1/15. Note that the linearity breaks down for small dunes as H → 0 at a cut-off length W c ∼ 10 m, whose value is consistent with that of λ c discussed below in sub-section 2.2. Note also the point at H ∼ 40 m which corresponds to a mega barchan (28 • 02 ′ N, 12
• 09 ′ W), and which is clearly scale separated from the other data points but still on the line.
As shown in figure 17a , there is a satisfactory univocal relationship between V and W given by:
over two decades in width. Plotted against L (figure 17b), the volume scales as V ∼ 
but we checked that none of the conclusions reached here is affected by the choice of the formula for V (W, L, H). This dispersion as well as that of the H vs W plot is due to the fact that L and H are quantities sensitive to wind and sand flux changes. Indeed, we know from numerical simulations that the dune width is only evolving due to the small transverse flux, while the height and length can evolve more rapidly. As a result, instantaneous and fluctuating values of H or L are less representative of their average value than W whose evolution time scale related to transverse grain motion is slower. As the dune width is an easy and robust quantity to measure of aerial photographs, such calibration curves let to compute all other barchan morphological characteristics from W . 
A.3 Propagation speed
The displacement can be measured within a resolution of few meters by using either two GPS contours (separated by typically one year), one GPS contour and an aerial photograph (with almost a 30 years interval in Morocco) or two aerial photographs (separated by 47 years in La Joya). This guarantees a precision that is less than a percent for the velocity c: as one can expect, the first method works fine for the smaller dunes, whereas the second one is better for larger ones as one need to be able to recognize the dune after several decades of evolution. c and H are related to each other by the conservation of matter, through the sand flux passing at the crest. Assuming that this flux is proportional to the saturated sand flux Q over a flat bed i.e. the maximum amount of sand that can be transported by a wind of a given strength, Bagnold has suggested a law of the form c(H) = aQ/H, where the parameter a is related to the speed-up factor (∼ 1.4) of the wind velocity on the back of a barchan. Here we express the velocity c as a function of the width W and we introduce a cut-off size W 0 :
with b ∼ 45. The existence of a cut-off length corresponds to the fact that very small dunes propagate at a finite velocity, as predicted by a linear stability analysis [3, 4] . The fit of the data gives W 0 ∼ 16.6 m which reasonably is in between λ c and λ m .
To check this relation, Q can be computed from wind speed time series. We obtain the time series for Q using calibration curves provided by Iversen and Rasmussen [39] , which, for d = 180 µm, can be fitted by Q = 25 • wide bins). The sand flux rose is a standard tool to characterise the wind regime. An index of the directional variability of the wind is given by the ratio of the resultant drift potential (RDP) to the drift potential (DP). The DP is the integral of | Q(t)| whereas RDP is the modulus of the integral of Q(t). We obtain a RDP/DP of 0.91 (slightly less, 0.89, for the flux/velocity relationship commonly used), which corresponds to a narrow unimodal wind regime in the classification proposed by Fryberg and Dean. The region around Tarfaya (Atlantic Sahara) is thus comparable to other regions on Earth where the wind regime is very unidirectional (RDP/DP of 0.87 in Walis Bay, Namibia, 0.91 in Chimbote, Peru, 0.92 in Bulgan, Mongolia, and 0.97 in Aranau, Brazil).
If we average expression (7), we see that the mean velocity is related to the mean flux (the RDP value), noted also Q for simplicity. Using three airports wind time series (Laayoune, Lanzarote and Tan-Tan), and one obtained in the middle of the dune field, close to Tarfaya, we obtain values for Q between 60 and 90 m 2 /year. The mean dune velocity also varies from year to year and from place to place. As a matter of fact, the raw velocity data shown in panel (b) of the figure are quite dispersed. In order to improve the data collapse, we divided each data set by the corresponding value of Q obtained from a fit of the considered set. These values for Q read, all in m 2 /year, 84 ( ), 75 (△), 67 ( ) and 90 (•), see figure 18 for the meaning of the symbols. Figure 19 shows the displacement of dunes in La Pampa de la Joya from Oct. 1958 to Fev. 2005. Due to a rather low dune density, the number of collisions or major rearrangement events was so small that most of the dunes could be traced over this very long period of time. In agreement with what was mentioned by Lettau and Lettau, some systematic variations of the velocities across the field are observed (see figure 19 ). Another particularity of the wind flow of the region is that, although a unimodal regime is well kept, the wind main directions continuously rotates from south to north, due to local reliefs (mountains). As a result, the sand flux rose computed with data from Arequipa (no wind data time series available at La Joya unfortunately) shows a resultant direction almost perpendicular to that of La Joya (see figure 19b) . With the graph of figure 18 , our results demonstrate 
